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Hidden in the forgotten tunnels beneath the castle of
Thorilleia lies an ancient book written by a powerful
wizard. Two young men set out to find the book,
which is said to contain a mysterious secret. Their
journey takes them across rugged mountains and
through dense forests where they encounter
dangerous creatures and strange cultures. When
they reach Thorilleia, they find themselves thrust into
a pivotal role in a war between great kingdoms.
Loaded with action and unexpected twists, Dragon's
Dust is not just a quest for riches and power; it's an
adventure story where integrity, determination, and
courage prevail in dire circumstances.
Shades of Blue - 30 Years of (un) Ethical Policing is
an entertaining and interesting journey into the
moral/ethical dilemmas that challenge police officers.
It is written as the memoir of the main character and
contains accounts of riveting events in the author's
career. The authentic presentation places readers
right in the middle of the action. If you have ever
wondered about the real culture of law enforcement,
this book lets you walk in their shoes. The author's
street philosophy, acquired over 30 years as a police
officer, makes for engaging and humorous reading.
See Dragon Ball with new eyes. This book is your
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cultural tour guide of Dragon Ball, the world’s most
recognized anime and manga series. Over 11 years
in development, at over 2,000 pages, and featuring
over 1,800 unique terms, Dragon Ball Culture is a 7
Volume analysis of your favorite series. You will go
on an adventure with Son Goku, from Chapter 1 to
194 of the original Dragon Ball series, as we explore
every page, every panel, and every sentence, to
reveal the hidden symbolism and deeper meaning of
Dragon Ball. In Volume 1 you will discover the origin
of Dragon Ball. How does Akira Toriyama get his big
break and become a manga author? Why does he
make Dragon Ball? Where does Dragon Ball’s
culture come from? And why is it so successful?
Along the way you’ll be informed, entertained, and
inspired. You will learn more about your favorite
series and about yourself. Now step with me through
the doorway of Dragon Ball Culture.
From the bestselling author of Daughters of the
Dragon comes an epic novel of a star-crossed
couple who must defy tradition, war, and prejudice to
keep their love alive. At the urging of a Los Angeles
detective, international rights lawyer Anna Carlson
assists in a murder investigation. It's a personal
request from Suk-bo Yi, a ninety-eight-year-old
woman questioned in a mysterious death at a
Koreatown nursing home. A stranger to Anna, Sukbo has a tale to tell. For reasons of her own, she's
chosen Anna--only Anna--to hear it... Suk-bo's story
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begins in 1937, when the Japanese occupying Korea
force her to marry one of their own named Hisashi.
In spite of their differences, they fall madly in love,
pitting them against two violently opposing cultures.
When Hisashi joins the Japanese Imperial Army and
disappears, Suk-bo embarks on a quest through
years of war, bigotry, and poverty to find him. But
Suk-bo's unfolding history reveals more than Anna
can imagine: an heirloom comb bearing an intricately
carved two-headed dragon binding her to Suk-bo's
past. Soon Anna will discover her own legacy at the
heart of Suk-bo's epic love story.
Daegonlot: a floating island separated from the
mainland of Darkenfel, and home to the last of the
dragonriders. They have settled in the city of
Goldspine and allowed the rest of the world to forget
them.
Lord Branin of the dragshi, is more than just a man,
but two beings—one a dragon, the other a human.
The pair share one body in space in time and are
able to change forms with the other at will. From the
time Branin's twinned soul, Llewlyn, awoke, Branin
knew the freedom of flight. However, being a shifter
comes with a price. Branin and Llewlyn are the only
two of their kind who have not found their intended
mates, despite millennia of waiting... and searching.
The red-haired firebrand, Broch of Ky'Port plans to
fill that position in Branin's life—with or without his
cooperation. For eons, he fears he would never find
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a woman with her own dragon soul partner—until one
day another's mind touched his.
Dragons entering the sea, tigers returning to the
mountain! Before the Dragon Soul Soldier King even
returned to the city, he actually borrowed money
from his beautiful wife for lack of money ...
The sketch-style depictions and unusual fonts create
an eerie atmosphere where the reader has to decide
if what they see really happened or if it is just a work
of fiction. Includes writing space for your
conclusions. This book makes a great group activity.
This is not intended for children. Contains brief
nudity.
A girl with dark magic who
"He Walks with Dragons" takes place when what was, what
is, and what shall be were one in the same. Draig, a boy on
the verge of his manhood, is summoned to the majestic
mountain by the Great Ones. There he finds out he is about
to transcend the ages and risk his life to prevent the
destruction of mankind. Born into the naïve innocence of
ancient man, Draig lives a simple pastoral existence in a
quiet, small village. But one day he is flung on a magical
journey into a forbidden new world. There, Draconos, a
dragon, befriends the boy, training him in the art of warfare.
From this day forward, the young boy finds himself in awe at
the wonders the world holds for him. Not only has Draig
become a man, but he is living like a dragon and learning
their mystical powers. “From the time Man first crawled upon
this earth…we found him worthy to take his rightful place
among the creatures that walk upon the earth. While hiding in
the shadows, we have protected him. We have nurtured him
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all these many ages. But now man grows in great numbers
and makes war on everything he sees.” And when the time
comes, will Draig be willing to lay down his life for the sake of
saving the dragons? And when the dragons are gone, where
will he go? He is no longer just a man.
Dragon Soul30 Years of Dragon Ball FandomDerek Padula
HEAVEN RIDE is a suspense-filled techno-thriller about two
loyal friends who unlock secrets of the human soul and
discover a way to eject the soul and long-term memory on its
path to heaven and then bring it back. As they build Heaven
Ride into the most lucrative empire the world has ever known,
ruthless rivals embark on a campaign of deceit, treachery and
betrayal to wrest Heaven Ride from its owners for their own
insidious plan.* * *David Brownington, a brilliant
entrepreneurial mastermind with a leading business
incubator, comes in contact with a mysterious technology. His
close friend, JW Gomez, a third-year Ph.D. candidate,
supercedes the boundaries of his doctoral studies using a biopod that creates out-of-body experiences. Driven by
memories of his little brother who perished in a gruesome
accident as a child, JW's extra-curricular studies of sudden
traumatic death lead to the astonishing discovery of the
human soul. When David and JW merge these devices, they
stumble upon the highway to heaven.Each of them falls in
love as their miracle is launched to the world. Millions take the
trip. As Heaven Ride prospers, its repercussions ripple
throughout society. Protests, bombs and kidnappings
threaten to shut it down, posing risks to David, JW, their
friends and families. With HEAVEN RIDE, John Eccleston
and Kerry Gleason have woven an intense tale of ambition,
success, friendship, betrayal, greed and corruption. It's an
intricate and interesting tale of mankind's most startling
invention, and technology gone awry.
Lutoyia, an eighteen-cycle old girl, has always lived a life of
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torment and ridicule for a past she could do nothing about.
Living in a city of humans that hate her, Lutoyia passes each
day by escaping the brutal hunt of a pack of teenagers. One
day, the hunt forces Lutoyia to an unknown forest where she
meets the unbelievable a dragon. This dragon, Falkor, offers
Lutoyia a chance to escape from the torment of her human
city and enter the magical side of their world, Karida. In
return, Lutoyia must help Falkor in his quest to defeat a Dark
Mage called Lakardos, who plans to bleed a demonic
dimension into their world. But before Lutoyia can accept the
deal, she must prove something to Falkor. She has to be the
vessel to his dead brothers soul a DragonSoul. Along their
quest, Lutoyia meets magnificent creatures she never
dreamed of, faces incredible challenges and hardships and
even begins to build allies; all in the attempt to save their
world. Will they succeed
# 1 Best Seller in Movies, Video Guides & Reviews — The LifeChanging Power of Anime A celebration of Anime: Many
books on anime simply offer a list of “essential titles” and
recommendations. Anime Impact goes deeper by showcasing
the many voices of anime’s biggest fans. You’ll find many
distinct stories that only each specific writer could tell, all
painting a fun and surprisingly touching portrait of the true
impact of anime over multiple generations. Iconic movies and
TV shows from Japan: Japanese animation—or anime—holds a
special place in the hearts of countless fans around the
globe. Since the early days of Osamu Tezuka’s Astro Boy to
Makoto Shinkai’s astounding success with Your Name,
anime has left an undeniable impact on our culture. Insights
from filmmakers, authors, and YouTube stars: Anime Impact
explores the impression the medium has left on various fans
with detailed discussions on television shows and movies
from the 1960s all the way to the present. You’ll hear from
YouTube film critic Chris Stuckmann and many others like
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Ready Player One author Ernest Cline and YouTube stars
Robert Walker, Bennett “BennettTheSage” White, Tristan
"Arkada" Gallant of Glass Reflection and manga artist Mark
Crilley. Learn how anime has impacted culture from authors,
artists, critics, anime enthusiasts, and super fans such as
John Rodriguez, Alicia Malone, Emma Fyffe, and many more.
You will learn about the impact of: Anime classics such as
Gundam, Akira, Sailor Moon, Spirited Away and other Studio
Ghibli films The biggest names in anime like One Piece,
Dragon Ball Z, Pokémon, Naruto, and Attack on Titan Movies
and shows both legendary and niche alike Truly unique
hidden gems rarely seen outside of Japan And much more
Anime Impact explores the effects and lasting appeal of
anime across all genres and across five decades!
In this post-apocalyptic anthology, nothing matters except
survival.In a world full of humans pitted against each other,
how can there be anyone left to trust?Features sixteen stories
of survivors tragically struggling to live in societies turned
upside down. Even when the end arrives, life finds a
way.Stories by Kortney Gallagher, Stephen Scott Whitaker,
Aaron P. Hansen, Anastasia Arellano, Robert Allen Lupton,
Ryan Priest, S.O. Green, Peter VanGelderen, Kris Ashton,
Wolfgang Potterhouse, Andrew Ronzino, Jarrett Mazza,
Barend Nieuwstraten III, H.R.R. Gorman, and Douglas Allen
Gohl.
Terra Heegan and Draven Taraxus had no choice but to
retreat from Bra’ka. Still, settling for running things from the
Harpies Capitol isn’t working either. Especially with Golix free
to continue his plotting and planning… No one knows where
Lanni Heegan is, or even if she’s still alive. Can she be found
and rescued? Or will our stalwart champions be left to face
more grief… Will the former Orc Assassin, Haydn Durel
become an asset to the cause? Or will she turn and betray
them all… Can any of them survive the latest onslaught of evil
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and live to fight another day? Or will darkness finally prevail
across two worlds… Find out if our Heroes and Heroines are
strong enough to Free their Dragons Soul in the next thrilling
installment of the Dragons, Griffons and Centaurs, Oh My!
Series.

For decades, traditional medicine had very little to offer
for individuals suffering from multiple sclerosis and other
autoimmune diseases. Today, medical science has
brought us wave upon wave of immunomodulatory
medications to try to slow disease progression.
Unfortunately, these medications come with their own
health- and life-threatening side effects. And sometimes,
they just stop working. “Fighting the Dragon: How I Beat
Multiple Sclerosis” is the story of one woman's thirty
year battle with multiple sclerosis and what she did to
reclaim her life when she realized she would need an
assisted living facility within a few years. The book
contains detailed descriptions of what worked and what
did not, where she got the help she needed (and how the
reader can locate these resources within his/her own
community), and the logic behind the non-conventional
therapies. “Fighting the Dragon” is a narrative of
courage—courage driven by desperation, a story written
by a patient who decided, when her neurologist told her,
“You will never walk normally again,” that she would
dance. "Fighting the Dragon" is also a book the MS
patient can take to his/her physician . . . it contains wellresearched, easy-to-follow guidelines for what to do and
how. The information is also applicable to a wide range
of other autoimmune conditions, cancers, and AIDS. * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * Excerpt: . . . if your car kept breaking
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down and the mechanic you took it to kept doing the
same thing to fix it—but it did not stay fixed, you would
question the mechanic's competence. Maybe the
mechanic pulled out a technical manual. “See. I fixed it
exactly as the manual said. This is the industry-approved
way to solve this problem.” When the car broke down
again a week later, would you be satisfied? Probably not.
You might decide it is time to replace the car. But that
might be too expensive. So, what to do? If you were
smart, you would probably try to find a new mechanic.
You might ask your friends who they would recommend.
You might search on the Internet to see if other people
had the same experience with their cars . . . and what
caused the problem. You might telephone some repair
shops to get some idea of what they thought the problem
might be. If you found a new mechanic and that
mechanic looked over the car and said, “I have a
solution that is not in any industry-approved repair
manuals, but it is safe and it works,”—would you walk
away and go back to the first mechanic who never got it
right? Why is your health worth any less than your car?
Goku meets god! In Dragon Ball Culture Volume 6, we’ll
reunite with Goku as he ascends to heaven, trains with
Kami for 3 years, and battles the reincarnated Demon
King Pikkoro! When Goku reaches heaven he is greeted
by the always-controversial Mister Popo. But who is
Mister Popo, and why does he look so strange? His
ancient cultural origin will finally be revealed! From there
we’ll explore Kami’s roots in Japanese Shinto and
Chinese Buddhism. You’ll discover how Kami and
Pikkoro are related on a spiritual level, how reincarnation
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works within the Dragon World, and what it means for
the new demon king to be the ‘son of the father who
was cast down from heaven.’ Afterward, we’ll enter the
23rd Tenkaichi Budokai! But will Goku’s friends
recognize him, and will he be strong enough to
persevere?! Who is this green-skinned man who calls
himself “Ma Junia,” and why is he such a grave threat to
Goku and the world?! Discover the amazing truth behind
these new characters, with surprising mystery’s and
reveals from your old friends, as we take a cultural tour
through the final volume of the original Dragon Ball
manga! It’s a battle of life and death, and Goku’s the
only one who can save us!! Volume 6 explores Chapters
162 to 194 of the Dragon Ball manga. It’s time to face
god!
On the continent of spiritual energy, young Ye Feng was
born with a broken soul and was unable to fuse with
spirit beasts, causing him to be unable to cultivate. At
such a young age, he was bullied. A little cub, full of
spirit, could improve a teenager's soul, a good-fornothing teenager, and suddenly had a strong and
powerful rise! Close]
With a foreword from Christopher Sabat and Sean
Schemmel, Dragon Soul: 30 Years of Dragon Ball
Fandom is a grand celebration of the world's greatest
anime and manga and it's momentous 30th Anniversary.
Join me on a global adventure in search of the 7 dragon
balls, as we head west toward Japan, the birthplace of
Dragon Ball. Along the way we'll meet 81 fans from 25
countries who will share their Dragon Ball story. From
artists to authors, collectors to philosophers, we'll hear
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their Dragon Soul and discover how Dragon Ball
changed their lives. Includes over 100 images. We'll
meet such famous fans as Lawrence Simpson
(MasakoX) from Team Four Star, Malik from Dragon Ball
New Age, Salagir from Dragon Ball Multiverse, MMA
fighter Marcus Brimage, YouTube celebrities
SSJGoshin4, Nelson Junior (Casa do Kame), and film
critic Chris Stuckmann, famous cosplayers "Living
Ichigo," Atara Collis, and Jah'lon Escudero, the creators
of Dragon Ball Z: Light of Hope, Twitter star @Goku,
authors Patrick Galbraith, Nestor Rubio, and Vicente
Ramirez, and dozens more. Joining us will be 27
professionals from 7 countries, including American voice
actors Chris Sabat (Vegeta), Sean Schemmel (Goku),
Chris Ayres (Freeza), Chris Rager (Mister Satan), Mike
McFarland (Master Roshi), Chuck Huber (Android 17),
Kyle Hebert (Son Gohan), Jason Douglas (Beerus),
Chris Cason (Tenshinhan), FUNimation employees
Justin Rojas, Adam Sheehan, and Rick Villa, Dragon Ball
Z composer Bruce Faulconer, Dragon Ball manga editor
Jason Thompson, Canadian voice actors Peter Kelamis
(Goku) and Brian Drummond (Vegeta), Latin American
voice actors Mario Castaneda (Goku), Rene Garcia
(Vegeta), Eduardo Garza (Krillin), French voice actor
Eric Legrand (Vegeta), French journalist Olivier Richard,
Spanish voice actors Jose Antonio Gavira (Goku), Julia
Oliva (Chichi), and manga editor David Hernando,
Danish voice actors Caspar Philllipson (Goku) and Peter
Secher Schmidt (Freeza), and Brazilian voice actor
Wendel Bezerra (Goku). Gather your belongings, jump
on your magic cloud, and embark on a grand adventure,
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in Dragon Soul: 30 Years of Dragon Ball Fandom!
When Amelia Caldwell tries to begin a new life, she
discovers that her birthmark means more than it seems.
She has been marked by a vampire's soul; not only does
she hold his soul, she is also his soulmate. Mitchell lange
has been searching almost a century for his soulmate
and is determined not to let Amelia go. Since Amelia has
no intention of belonging to anyone, they both become
trapped on an emotional rollercoaster. As Amelia
searches for answers, she becomes caught in the middle
of a deadly game of revenge and is forced to realize that
you can't run from destiny.
Wise dragons, evil dragons, elemental dragons, oh my!A
new twist on fairytales with a fresh element:
dragons.Each fairytale has been reimagined with these
beasts based on the author's preference. These classic
characters will never see this coming. Retellings include
Swan Princess, Hansel and Gretel, Elves and the
Shoemaker, Frog Prince, and many more.Featuring
stories from Ashley L. Hunt, R.L. Davennor, Anstice
Brown, Denise Ruttan, Lydia Anne Stevens, Andrea J.
Hargrove, S.O. Green, Kay Humble, Damien Mckeating,
and Nathan Slemp.
What was bound from the start, will never be broken
apart. JJ's arranged marriage is the last thing she wants
to think about. So when she gets a chance to meet her
gaming crush, she runs away from the Commune she
was born in to meet her partner in crime.Can JJ break
every convention known to Earth Dragons and stay with
the man she loves? —Bound Soul is a m/f romance set in
the Twin Souls Universe.
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This stunning epic fantasy debut introduces two exciting
new authors—and a world brimming with natural and manmade wonders, extraordinary events, and a crisis that
will test the mettle of men, the boundaries of magic, and
the heart and soul of a kingdom. Thanks to its elite
Dragon Corps, the capital city of Volstov has all but won
the hundred years’ war with its neighboring enemy, the
Ke-Han. The renegade airmen who fly the corps’s
mechanical, magic-fueled dragons are Volstov’s
greatest weapon. But now one of its more unruly
members is at the center of the city’s rumor mill, causing
a distraction that may turn the tide of victory. With
Volstov immersed in a scandal that may have
international repercussions, the Ke-Han devise an
ingenious plan of attack. To counter the threat, four illassorted heroes must converge to save the kingdom
they love: an exiled magician, a naive country boy, a
young student—and the unpredictable ace airman who
flies the city’s fiercest dragon, Havemercy. But on the
eve of battle, these courageous men will face something
that could make the most formidable of warriors hesitate,
the most powerful of magicians weak, and the most
unlikely of men allies in their quest to rise against it....
Filled with adventure and discovery, treachery and
betrayal, Havemercy is a thrill ride to the
unexpected—and an unforgettable journey that will linger
long after the fire of battle has cleared
Intellectual Eroticism is a series of poems aimed at the
sapiosexual mind. To take many different intellectual
approaches, hoping to press the mental buttons that
control the stimulation of said mind. No two are the
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same, so of course there is "nerdplay" (Power Cosmic),
for the scientific and rational mind. Wordplay, (Mental
Spillage), that paints vivid pictures for those with a
passionate fantasy mindset. As well as tones of
animalistic aggression and or comedic timing (She
Wants Me) that may also create mental friction or heat.
The "Intellectual Series" of books will explore the mind
erotically, romantically and even politically as future
books join the series. Hoping to not only spark thought,
but positive conversation. The first book in the series
"Intellectual Eroticism" looks to evoke mental stimulation
and conversation that leads to the kind of physical
confrontation that you can appreciate again, and again...
And again...
An ordinary young man like Chen Fan occasionally
obtained a summoning scroll from the Hero Alliance in
the future.From then on, Chen Fan and the heroes he
summoned had created a colorful comedy in the city
..."Master, it's done, except for 2 guys ..."Chen Fan
calmly said, "Don't worry, you want to run? Running in
front of me is the biggest mistake of his life. Card, EZ,
captain, Panson, Ice, Dead Song, Lax will destroy
him!Ah? Cooldown? Forget it, let them go. Wishing them
a chance to live through Timmer's Mushroom
Formation...What? They didn't go that way? It's okay,
there's still the clown's box there, right? What? You're
not going there either? "Hehe, don't be afraid, there are
still two cannons with big heads over there ..."This book
uses ease as the main melody, interspersed with all
sorts of funny plot. Newcomer's pen, limited brush, if
unsatisfied, please forgive me.
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BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Jaida
Jones and Danielle Bennett's Steelhands. During the war
between the kingdoms of Volstov and Ke-Han, no fighter
could match Rook for sheer arrogance and skill. Only
Rook could ride the great dragon Havemercy, whose
savagery and bloodlust matched his own. His brother,
Thom, is bookish, diffident, and reserved, yet he yearns
for Rook’s approval—and fears he can never earn it. With
the war over, and an uneasy truce between the two
nations, Thom hopes the long-lost brothers can bond on
a trip together. But Rook cares only that Havemercy lies
scattered in pieces across Ke-Han—and someone is
buying up her parts, and those of other fallen dragons.
The beasts are dead, but the magic that powered them is
not. And now a Ke-Han agent, a Volstov sorceress, and
a group of desert tribesmen are vying to possess that
magic and control the future.
Rebecca has been captured and awakens alone in the
dark, not knowing where she is. She can feel that Llyr is
alive, but cannot contact him through the soul link.
Chained to a wall and without magic, she must find a
way to survive and escape. Llyr was defeated by his
brother and witnessed the fall of the tower on Avalon.
Being separated from Rebecca has created a problem:
the soul link is draining his body of all strength. Despite
not being able to stand on his own, he’s determined to
return to his world and save Rebecca from the
Archwizard. Without Havaar to guide him, he must rely
on the ghosts of Havaar’s school to find a way home.
coincidence, zhou yi seventeen years old, miss the girls,
you still want to run? this world, will be able to stop the
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killing, god to kill god! this world, only willing to live up to
the dust not qing, the sky again!
Eviona, Dyre, and Zefforah are individuals who have
never all been in the same place at the same time, but
they share a mystical connection allowing each to see,
hear, feel, smell and taste what the others experience.
Though they have the ability to make separate choices,
the consequences are felt by all. Follow Eviona's story
as she conquers her personal demons, fights for her
individuality, and finds where she belongs emotionally,
physically, and spiritually.
Introducing a brand-new male/male dragon shifter series
from bestselling LGBTQ author Sean Michael! Meet the
Beteferoce brothers. Five dragon shifters, each with a
strong elemental power. And each with a fierce desire to
find his soul mate… For years, dragon-shifter-slashfirefighter Jake has been searching for his mate, but he's
beginning to tire of the search. Maybe soul mates are
only for the lucky few. Then he meets Shae. A former
navy welder, Shae is handsome, talented, into power
play and rough sex, and covered in dragon tattoos. All of
this suits the shape-shifting dragon just fine—until he
finds out that Shae literally has Jake's family crest
already tattooed on him. A coincidence? Or something
more… Jake must convince Shae to trust him as a man
and as a Dom before the heat between them burns out
of control. Becoming a dragon's mate is not without
danger, and Shae will need Jake's guidance—and love—if
he's going to make it through alive. This book is
approximately 76,000 words One-click with confidence.
This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise:
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all the romance you're looking for with an HEA/HFN. It's
a promise!
"Dragon Soul is one entertaining read full of great
characters and emotions. ...Katie MacAlister proves why
she is on this readers auto buy with this latest book. It
had me laughing out loud at times and betting on love at
others." - Fresh Fiction, Top Pick Nothing Burns Hotter . .
. Sophea Long knows that escorting her octogenarian
client to Europe will be an adventure. Mrs. P has a habit
of stealing anything shiny, and the former "hoochikoo
dancer" is a lot faster than she looks. But Sophea hadn't
counted on Mrs. P leading her right into the arms of a
smoldering, dark-haired stranger who kisses like a
dream. If only he'd give up all this nonsense about
Sophea being some kind of dragon... Than the Fire
Inside There's a reason Rowan Dakar is known as the
Dragon Breaker. The last thing he needs is to fall for a
woman who literally sets him aflame every time they
kiss. After all, he has a mission-one that will finally free
him of dragonkin for good. He can't afford to be
distracted by the funniest, most desirable woman he's
ever set eyes on. But no prophecy in the world can ever
stop true love . . .
In a world where so many dark things go bump in the night,
terror awaits around every corner as these authors take
horror stories to the next level. Discover monstrous creatures,
devilish kitsune masks, vicious literature characters come to
life, and more stories to fuel your worst nightmares.Featuring
Beth W. Patterson, Robert Prescott, David Allen Voyles, J.
Woolston Carr, Barend Nieuwstraten III, Daryl Marcus,
Joshua Bartolome, Damien Mckeating, and Mike Lera.
Crown Prince Killian Rhys's life has been defined by duty for
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as long as he can recall. Duty ties him to a wife he does not
love. Duty separates him from the woman he loves, a woman
once believed to be beneath him. Duty holds him to the
people he will one day rule. Can Killian break free of duty's
chains before his wife binds him with more than vows? Will he
find a path to his true love, or will duty wrap him in
inescapable shackles?
The first book of a tragic trilogy set in the fantastical world of
DragonSoul, Stallia focuses primarily on the life of one man.
Zihark Slade is a young man with a singular purpose: to
protect those he loves while living up to his father's legacy.
When his dream is denied, Zihark struggles to find meaning
and blindly travels around the kingdom as an elite
professional DragonSlayer. Meanwhile, his home village is
plunged into terror and despair by the immortal Stallia, a
fabled unicorn said to be a harbinger of chaos. When Zihark
learns of his home's tragic fate, he rediscovers his purpose.
Now he must hurry back and attempt once more to rescue the
family he left behind.
He was a super secret service agent and a judge in the dark
world. He was also a terrifying mercenary king. For his friend,
he would stab him in both ribs. For his beauty, he would dye
his battle robe with blood. All for the sake of this belief, he
once again descended upon the capital of the Hua Clan. He
was as domineering as a dragon, determined to trample all
the enemies of the past beneath his feet. At this point in time,
there was another legend of a super secret service agent in
the city.
Inner peace is finally within reach with Tami Shaikh's
groundbreaking new book, Detox Your Soul. Do you often
find yourself wishing to rid yourself of all the negative, harmful
influences that often make life so difficult? Look no further
than this new thirty-day program that helps you cleanse away
your spiritual, mental, and emotional toxins and remove these
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relentless daily obstacles once and for all. Beginning with day
one, you'll learn how to face your inner demons and build up
your self-esteem. The strategies are designed to be
incorporated into your daily life-no drastic changes to your
routine are needed! Waking up just ten minutes earlier and
going to bed just ten minutes later each day gives you all the
time you need to see-and feel-a difference. Each of the thirty
chapters provides a section for you to record your innermost
thoughts, reflections on that day's exercises, and what you
have achieved both physically and spiritually in the last twentyfour hours. By the end of the thirty-day program, you'll feel
more in tune with your spirit, mind, and emotions. Most
importantly, you'll have gained the tools to cleanse your soul
for a lifetime to come.
Nominated for a Small Business Marketing Book award!. You
have 30 days to convert a user to a paying customer starting
NOW. The clock is ticking. What will you do? Collecting and
analysing the messaging and strategies the leading ecommerce, software and service companies use as they
convert trial users to customers in the most important 30 days
after sign-up. Each companies strategy is broken down and
presented in an easy to use and understand visual guide. 30
days to sell is a must buy if you are looking to automate and
improve new customer conversion. This book covers:
Activation campaigns from the worlds leading web
companies. Easy reference guide - what message to send
and when. Full page examples of each marketing message.
Steal ideas from successful entrepreneurs, marketers and
growth hackers. Two new bonus chapters showcasing more
activation campaigns.
A young woman gives birth to a baby, then sinks into a coma.
Her family finds a journal she has kept since she was a very
young child and are astounded to discover she had recorded
events in their lives she should not have known.
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Since the times of magic, Bob Conner's WWII fighter plane
was as close as he could get to dancing among the clouds
and nestling in the shoulders of his mighty emerald dragon. It
had been thousands of years since the magic was buried
deep within the Earth to protect it from mankind. Now the
world has changed forever as it has been rediscovered, and
once again brought to the Earth's surface. Now that the magic
has been released, it is up to those few elves and dwarfs that
have stayed behind to put things back. With the help of three
special women and a small air force of vintage aircraft, this
courageous group battles the darkness and it is the light that
ushers in a whole new age of enchantment.
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